
Keeneland Race 11 The Breeders’ Cup Classic

This year’s 2022 Breeders’ Cup Classic projects to be one of the best races of the weekend as well as
one of the most difficult to analyze. You have a horse in Flightline that comes into this race having
dominated his competition in five lifetime starts. Nobody has come within 6 lengths of Flightline at the
finish of any of his races. I must make note that the Breeders’ Cup Classic will be his toughest test to
date by far. Flightline will have to make decisions early as there is a horse in Life is Good that is
extremely fast and will be the most likely pace setter. There are questions about Life is Good’s ability
to get the mile and a quarter distance as he failed to get the distance in the Dubai World Cup earlier
this year but under the right circumstances I’m convinced anyone can get any distance.

Life is Good’s early speed and quickness may pose a huge problem for Flightline as the latter has not
been stellar breaking from the gate. Flightline’s hand will be forced early to either go with Life is Good
to try to make it a match race or allow another horse such as Hot Rod Charlie to engage Life is Good
early. Not an ideal situation no matter how you look at it. If the pace heats up, and I believe it most
likely will, it opens up the race quite a bit more. Taiba, who seems to be the only horse in this race with
room to improve, may be the likely beneficiary of a hot pace up front.

Taiba is fast enough early to not get too far behind the pace and has enough kick in the stretch to
finish strong. I feel Taiba is really dangerous in this race, merits a great chance to win and is my pick
to upset this race. Rich Strike will also be in play if the pace becomes supersonic and there are
versions of this race I can see Rich Strike winning. He has improved since his massive Kentucky
Derby upset in May but definitely needs the right setup to be effective late. Epicenter and Olympiad,
who have put together great campaigns in 2022, project to be lost in the shuffle chasing which does
not bode well for either of their chances of winning.

Breeders’ Cup Classic picks: 1-4-2-8
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